
Was it easy to get oriented 

fairly quickly at the 

beginning as to whose 

story it is?

The main character (Evaline?) is very clear. The name is not as clear, due 

to Thomas using nicknames. This is probably fine. 

What did the main 

character looked like?

Long curly hair to her waist. Her friend Thomas wants to pull on the curls. 

Wears grungy-type clothing a lot. Doesn't do a lot of female-type grooming 

stuff.

What were the character’s 

goals?

At first, it was to watch her brother Andy. When her friend Thomas shows 

up, her goal is to be a friend by listening to him talk about his new 

girlfriend, Layla. And then her goal is to get through the double date she's 

hoodwinked into taking part in.

What three words describe 

the main character?
Headstrong, gullible, naïve.

Was the main character 

relatable?

Somewhat. I related to her branching out in a new way (the play) and her 

interest in Scott. I did not relate to her immediate cleaving to Scott and her 

acceptance of everything about Scott's life. I also didn't relate to her fervor 

to marry.
Did the main character 

behave inconsistently?
She was reliably unquestioning throughout the book.

What characteristics were 

endearing?

Because of my trouble relating to Eva, I did not find a lot about her 

endearing. I did like that she sang all the time.

Is the author masquerading 

as the protagonist?
I do not believe so. One exception. Eva's love for 80s music. 

Were the characters 

believable?

Yes. Sister/brother roles were firmly intact. Platonic best friends were 

established. As is my wont, I'm questioning how truly platonic the 

friendship is. Parents (mom and stepdad) who want Eva to be more social. 

We've also established that Eva only has Thomas for a friend and that she 

doesn't know what she will do next year when he has left for college.

Was there the right 

number of characters?

A lot of characters were introduced: Eva, Andy, Thomas, Momma (Mrs. 

Clark) Lee (stepdad), Layla (though not present, only mentioned.) All were 

clear.

Which character was most 

enjoyable?

I enjoyed the moments of friendship between Eva and Thomas and would 

like to see more of that sprinkled throughout the book.

Do the characters behave 

inconsistently?

They are reliably set on their paths, secure in their beliefs. I would actually 

like to see more questioning and uncertainty on all accounts.

Was it easy to visualize each 

character?

I would like to see more visual descriptions of the characters sprinkled 

throughout the book. It would be a way to break up the dialogue.

Were there emotions 

between the characters?

There were a lot of passionate emotions, mostly at level 10 of 10. I would 

like to see a range of emotions, including irritation and questioning.

Were any characters too 

much? 

All of the characters were sure in their beliefs and felt very strongly about 

those beliefs. This made them all a little too much. 

People
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Were any characters 

stereotypical?

Scott, Eva, Thomas, and Layla and their love for each other came off as 

very one-dimensional, which conveyed a stereotype of "true love" equaling 

a train running forever in one direction that you get on and never ever get 

off, and also never question why you got on that train. Also of note: one 

character who is white has dreadlocks. In a lot of circles, white people with 

dreadlocks is looked upon as a cultural appropriation. There is significant 

judgement about white people with dreadlocks.

Do any characters get in the 

way of the story?

The characters seem to exist to further the story which made the 

characters seem somewhat unreal.

Do I care about the 

characters?

I found them mostly frustrating, especially Evaline. Their unwavering 

beliefs kept me from connecting with them.

Do the names fit the 

characters?

They do, as the narrative itself points out. I would have liked more 

information about Evaline's name, including how to say it.

What are the stakes?
Making a decision to help out a friend. Getting through the ramifications of 

that decision.

What are the stakes after 

the first chapter?

Being in love with someone; being in love with someone who has special 

powers; not being able to marry someone you've known for a few weeks 

because you aren't 18; parental objections to a plan to marry after such a 

short time at such a young age; death (?) of two characters.

Are the stakes high enough?
I found the instant love to be unrealistic, so I found all the stakes to be too 

high.

Was there enough conflict?

There was a lot of conflict re: Eva's mom's concern about Eva getting 

married. I couldn't relate to the driver of the conflict (the need to marry) so 

the conflict came off as artificial.

Is the antagonist 

sympathetic?

I'm going to name Evaline's mom as the antagonist. I found her to be 

tremendously sympathetic and the most level-headed person in the novel.

Is the antagonist believable?
Quite. Unfortunately, everyone else wasn't very believable, with the 

possible exception of Andy and Lee.

Is there enough dialogue?

There is a lot of dialogue. I see dialogue as doing three things: 

1)conveying conversation; 2)painting a picture of what else is going on in 

the scene (expressions on people's faces, what else is going on in the 

room or landscape, interior or external motivations of the people who are 

speaking); 3)giving the reader clues to what is going on with the book that 

the people in the book might not know about. Right now the dialog is 

mostly only accomplishing the first thing and I'd love to see more of the 

other two things.

Did it bog down in places?
There are a lot of paragraph-long speeches that do bog the narrative 

down. Additionally, the style of the dialogue makes it hard to read.

Conflict

Dialogue



Was the dialogue interesting 

and did it sound natural?

Most of the dialogue employs very few contractions. This makes every 

character sound stilted. While Scott's family is very formal, I might have 

related better if their speech was normal (employing contractions) and their 

formality was explored more in the things that happen outside of their 

speech (how they stand, what they don't say etc.) Also, even very formal 

teenagers code switch. I would find it hard to believe that Scott talked that 

way to people on the football team.

Are the dialogue tags good?
There were times when I wasn't sure who was speaking. Better tags would 

help that.
Were the characters doing 

things while they were 

talking?

They were a little, but I'd like to see much more of this.

Is the goal strong enough 

to sustain the 81,000-word 

story?

I can't yet tell if the guy at the door is going to be a love interest or not. I 

also wonder if we are going to end up with a love triangle. I do know that 

Eva knows she needs to step outside of her comfort zone and make plans 

for next year. Between my wondering about what's going on with the 

double date, my suspicion about the platonic nature of the friendship and 

my curiosity to see if Evaline can change, I'm interested.

Is the rhythm of the story 

good?

Things keep happening, so that's good. I would like more foreshadowing of 

the supernatural elements earlier on. I also think that Eva needs to do a lot 

more questioning. She's in her first relationship. Would she spend more 

time wondering if this is how it is for everyone? 

What parts were funny or 

sad?

The part that should have been sad (the car wreck) was immediately 

undercut by Evaline's theory. Again, she is certain of this theory the minute 

she thinks of it. Would there be questioning? Even a little?

What was the main plot?

Evaline falls in love with Scott, who turns out to be able to see death. Her 

love is total and she immediately wants to marry Scott. That goes 

according to plan, until a car wreck kills (or doesn't kill) her best friend and 

her brother. This is the first book in a trilogy and does not have an ending. 

I feel very strongly that the first book in a trilogy should have an ending 

that also opens up a path for the reader to continue onto the next book.

Was the main plot strong?

The main plot was very forceful. I would have liked to see the supernatural 

elements introduced earlier and had some dithering and intra-couple 

conflict attached to them. I would like the main plot to have an ending in 

this book.

What happens

Plot/pacing



What were the subplots?

One: Evaline finding her voice in theater and deciding what she would do 

the next year. I would have liked to see additional subplots with the 

changing relationship of Thomas and Eva (great opportunities for 

questioning each other's choices and navigating how they are with each 

other when both have other people as their primary person). I also would 

have liked a better subplot with Evaline's changing relationship with her 

mother and her feelings about her father and the divorce. Another good 

subplot would be how Evaline and Layla find things in common and ways 

to connect. Also ways they have friction between them. They can't really 

get along as well as they do in this book. Maybe a subplot with Andy 

feeling conflicted about Thomas (spending so much time with Layla) or 

Scott (trying to replace Thomas).

Were the subplots strong? More work could be done in this area. 

Was there a point when the 

story lagged?

The story did just keep on going. I would have enjoyed a but more time to 

pause and reflect/question.

Were there parts where you 

skimmed?

I did a lot of skimming because I did not believe these characters' 

motivations. 

Was there anything 

problematic?

Aside from wanting more questioning and curiosity, the scene on page 48 

where Scott hits a kid who is harassing Andy was not read by me as was 

probably intended. I didn't get a clear picture of how old the kids were who 

were harassing Andy, but I imagined them to be Andy's age. The fact that 

Scott, who was much older than them, would hit one of them in the jaw 

was very disturbing to me and cast a lot of negative light on Scott. When 

someone is bigger than another person and uses their size to intimidate, 

that's a bullying move. It also had me wondering if Scott would hit Eva if 

she was acting in a manner he didn't like/approve of.  I also found 

problematic the double standard employed where Scott could have a girl in 

his room with the door shut and Layla couldn't be alone with her boyfriend. 

I found the use of "defiled" to be offensive, especially because it was only 

applied to the female characters in the book. Also the aforementioned 

white-boy dreadlocks problem, which wasn't problematic for me, but might 

be for others. The slow reveal of the Scott's family having powers came off 

as creepy. It reminded me a little of Rosemary's Baby, which I know was 

not what was intended.

Was there anything missing?
I think this book could be strengthened by stronger subplots, and a 

character who is not quite so sure of what's happening in her life.
Does the pace suit the 

genre?
It's a little fast.

What made the plot unique? Scott's family having powers.

Were there any parts where 

the plot was predictable?

Once I realized that Eva was going to always accept whatever happened 

with Scott, the plot became very predictable, even when unusual things 

were implemented.

Interesting?

Questions?



After reading the first 

chapter what questions 

were unanswered?

Platonic nature of the friendship. Who the guy at the door will be. Why 

Evaline doesn't have any friends. Why she has the name Evaline. What 

race/ethnicity Thomas is.  (The dreadlocks don't make it clear and I can't 

decide if those are white-guy dreads or not. I suspect they are.) What has 

happened to Evaline and Andy's father?

Was anything confusing? Scott's parents' attitude re: Layla needing a chaperone, but Scott not 

needing a chaperone. The ending was very abrupt and very confusing. 

Were there points that were 

unbelievable or illogical?
Not to beat a dead horse, but Eva's unwavering commitment.

What was the most 

suspenseful moment?

The car accident. I'd love for that to be more fully explored through all 

senses.

What were the most 

emotional scenes?

I really liked Thomas and Eva processing stuff together on page 202 and 

I'd like to see more of that throughout the book.

What were the most 

detached scenes?

Any scene where it was suggested Scott had a secret and wasn't telling 

Eva the entire store.

Was the setting clear from 

the beginning?

Beach town. Probably in the South or Texas. On an inlet that is calm. I'm 

interested to hear more about the setting.

Was the setting interesting?

The setting did come through. It took until page 114 to understand we 

were in South Carolina. I'd like more smells and more atmosphere from the 

setting.

Did you have to re-read any 

part to understand why the 

world is this way?

The ending I re-read several times. I didn't really understand a lot of 

Scott's family's motivation and how they moved through the world.

Were there any 

inconsistencies in the time 

period?

If this takes place in present day, there was a stunning lack of cell phone 

use. Also, Eva's devotion to 80s music needed to be explained/commented 

on very early in the book. It would have made her weird for her peer group.

Does the writer have a 

distinctive, engaging style?
The style is very enthusiastic.

What does the prose do 

best?
Conveys the beliefs held by the characters.

Is the viewpoint in the right 

tense?
Mostly. There are some intermittant tense issues.

Was there the right amount 

of description?

I would have liked more, especially when used to break up the dialogue 

and to establish more subplots.

Did the descriptions seem 

vivid and real to you?

Some are good. Some—like all the things involving the car crash—could 

be brought out more.

Tension and release

Where does it take place?

Does the world make sense?
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Is the story told using the 

active voice?
Yes.  

Are there any info dumps? No. 

What scene was the most 

memorable?
Meeting the extended family at the Irish weekend.

Did anything strike you as 

predictable?

Because Evaline never wavered in her devotion to Scott, I knew that every 

change in plot would be accepted without pause or question. Also, I knew 

from the moment in the closet that Scott's face would be scarred. 

Did the story hold your 

interest from the very 

beginning?

I'm curious enough about a number of things (Eva's lack of friends, the 

Eva/Thomas friendship, who is the date behind the door?) that I want to 

keep reading.

At what point did you think 

“now the story has started”?
When she meets Scott backstage.

When did you want to put 

the book down?

It was uniformly even throughout so there was no one place I wanted to 

put the book down.

Is there too much backstory? I would say we're on the level of not enough backstory.

What are the balls that are in 

the air during the middle of 

the story?

Layla's involvement with Scott's family. If he was going to propose.

Is conflict rising? Yes. After that we get the ghost thing and the supernatural power.

Do readers need a break?
Not at this point. I would actually move the ghost thing up, and start hinting 

at the supernatural powers from the moment Eva appears at the house.

What was your immediate 

thought upon finishing?
This needs a bit of work.

Was the ending satisfying?
No, there wasn't really one, and what was there was presented in a 

confusing manner.

Was the ending believable? What was at the end of the book did jibe with what came before it.

Does it fulfill the book’s 

promise?
It did.

Was the ending worth 

reading the book for?
Since there wasn't really one, I can't say.

Were there any repeating 

grammar errors?

Many commas were not present where they should be. There was a 

regular recurrence of quote marks facing the wrong way. Song titles need 

to be in quotes. They are currently italicized or have no markings at all, 

which causes confusion now and again.
Were there any repeating 

spelling errors?
None that I noticed (but I'm also not great at picking up on this)
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Any other quirks? Lack of contractions in dialogue. This book needs a thorough copyedit.

What are three adjectives to 

describe this story?
Passionate, supernatural, unquestioning.

What three words would you 

use to describe the voice?
Enthusiastic, assured, naïve.

What books did this 

manuscript remind you of?

It was very much like Twilight in its portrayal of love and the characters 

having powers.

What is the age of the main 

character?
17 (nearly 18)

What about this story makes 

it unique and would appeal 

to a YA audience?

The true love aspect, the supernatural powers.

Is the story told from a 

perspective that works for a 

YA audience?

Yes

Does the story unfold in a 

way that avoids dictating 

how readers should feel 

about specific things?

I know how the story thinks readers should feel. I'm not sure readers will 

feel that way.

P.O.V.

Doesn't preach
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